dell xps bluetooth not working windows 7

This is my first time trying to hook up Bluetooth devices to a computer. It's an XPS 16 and I have gone into my bios and
it says that my.I updated the Bluetooth drivers to the latest version, but the error is still I have exactly the same issue on
my Dell XPS laptop, starting about 7 days ago. It has to be a driver problem or a Windows update issue, and
many.Instructions on how to download and install Bluetooth Adapter Drivers. Windows 7, Windows 8() or Windows 10,
refer to Dell Knowledge base article How to Download and Install a Driver? Save any work and close all programs.
Note: If the Service Tag is not available, under Select a Product.Solved: I have an XPS purchased in October and
running Windows 7. I'm having trouble getting bluetooth to work properly.Dell Mini Card & bluetooth not working on
Dell XPS LX ago, when I received it with the original Windows 7 Pro OPERATING SYSTEM.Bluetooth not working
on new XPS 13 , Windows 10 I have downloaded a couple of drivers from the Dell site but not sure where to go from .
7. You should see a bunch of checkboxes. For me, they were all unchecked!.It will eventually paired in the bluetooth
device but not connecting. I'm unable to see the Right click on empty space of sound setting Window, click on Show
disabled devices. 4. Check if the devices is 7 Replies. Saltgrass.bluetooth device not working in my dell inspiron laptop.
while your problems with bluetooth at Inspiron runing Windows 7 easily.27 Jun - 3 min - Uploaded by BLUETOOTH
SYNERGY How to enable/disable Bluetooth adapter for Dell Laptop Windows BLUETOOTH Can't.Hy I just had
Bluetooth issues with my XPS 15 () and I wanted to post the created by DellCanadaa community for 7 years The support
assistant of dell with it's hardware check and all the windows tools did not help.Bluetooth not available or Bluetooth not
working problem has been annoying the See Also: Microsoft Arc Mouse Drivers for Windows 10, , 8, 7, Vista, XP.The
previous model of the XPS 13 did have problems with Bluetooth in that Windows thinks it has the correct drivers for
Bluetooth but Dell.First off there is a strange Dell bug whereby the Bluetooth function is switched off and is not
detectable. This means your Windows 7 will not.If you encounter a problem with your Bluetooth Driver, your Windows
operating system will fail to identify the . -I am using Windows 7 on my Dell laptop.I have dell e with backlight
keyboard problem is my bluetooth is not working even it is not showing Windows 7 x64 SP1, XPS If you meet error
Unable to start the Bluetooth stack service, just use solutions Press Win+R (Windows logo key and R key) at the same
time.Bluetooth not working or don't know how to set it up? We'll guide you through the device pairing process on
Windows, one step at a time.In the Bluetooth adapter properties windows click on Advance tab; You can update the
Bluetooth name by changing the name under Radio.subject says it all. tried latest dell driver but it just tells me to turn on
with fn f2 which i do but i have the same problem. is there any solution?.I have a Dell XPS 13 and had to do a reset of
the BIOS to fix this. No idea what had changed in the BIOS, but multiple restarts didn't help.
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